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This easy to understand text provides illustrated lessons that demonstrate the
variouspatternmaking methods and how they are used to develop design variations. Simple
illustrations demystify the patternmakingprocess for the beginner student, showing what sort
of few basic methods can result in endlessdesign possibilities. Students will masterthe slash
and pivot methods of flat pattern design and understand how garment designvariations are
derived from each other. Each of theSecond Edition s four products address one major
segment of a garment the bodice, thecollar, the skirt, and the sleeve with some pictorial
examples that progress fromthe most elementary dart manipulations to advanced design
variations.
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Great introduction to pattern design for women. Great source. I'm inclined to agree with their
decision. This reserve has clear illustrations, covers the absolute fundamentals in inspiring
detail, including collars, bodices, and skirts (no pants).! Our university uses this reserve
because the Patternmaking for Fashion Design text (Armstrong) is too advanced for initial
years (used from 2nd year onward). Great Technical Reference Reserve! First saw this
publication in the neighborhood university library. Great for beginner and advanced
patternmakers This book is well-written within an easy to comprehend manner with clear
diagrams. She's in love with it Bought this book for my cousin, who wants to learn more about
fashion style. I am so pleased to be able to add this reserve to my sewing library! It's an
excellent resource to continue hand, even after you've long outgrown the book.!To learn how
to draft a basic design, or sloper, this is not the right book -- it doesn't give directions for
turning measurements right into a pattern. It was clear, with simple photos that made the
instructions easy to check out. Great learning tool for a professional learning to style, and for
the amateur who want to make adjustments in her patterns without continuously purchasing
new patterns. Simple pattern drafting design shifts For a sewer who includes a basic pattern
that fits, this publication is very easy to comprehend directions on how best to change the
basic pattern for most, many designs. But for what it will, it does very, very well. I do not
believe Fairchild released this version. It's the first time illustrations have shown how much
much easier draping is in comparison to using tons of measurements and then trying to draft a
design. Draping is right on the body so it's really "you" and it is so much quicker than drafting.
She's in love with it. an ideal book for a newbie to advanced pattern maker this book is a
superb resource for any beginner to advanced patternmaker to have as a reference in their
personal library Three Stars ok Five Stars nice From The Author This can't be a book written by
me, as I've never seen this cover, and the authors are Bernatd Zamkoff and Jeanne Price,
which is not the order of names on this cover. Loved it.
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